
BRAND LED COMPANIES



Product LeadService Lead

Employee Lead Purpose Led

There are many different  types of company

Some of the most successful are brand led

BRAND
LEAD

focussing on better customer 
service, a personal touch

[southwest airlines]

ENGINEERING COMPANIES, specialist 
manufacturers
[INTEL &  DYSON]

Co-operatives and Employee owned
[DEVONDALE]

focussing on an ethical issue
[BODY SHOP]

Fashion/Style Lead - Investment/Acquisition Lead - Shareholder Lead - Advertising Lead - Technology Lead 

mix of 
all but 
with a
primary
focus

mix of 
all but 
with a
primary
focus



Brand led companies don’t just sell products

they also sell IDEAS

Rebel

Intuitive Design Experiences

Disrupt Business your an athlete

SAFE DRIVING Adrenalin

 Conscious Farming

natural cosmetics



The products they sell are the embodiment 
of those ideas

Rebel

Intuitive Design Experiences

Disrupt Business

Adrenalin

 Conscious FarmingRebel Disrupt Business

SAFE DRIVING Intuitive Design ExperiencesSAFE DRIVING

your an athlete Conscious Farming your an athlete

natural cosmeticsAdrenalin natural cosmetics



I’m a rebel       I’m an athlete         I care for animals

Brand + Self = Ideal Self

When you purchase the product 
you become the embodiment of that idea 

*that's the theory



In a true brand led company the IDEA is used
 to inform every activity

Supply

INTERNAL

Marketing

IDEA

Story
content

conversation

product

culturestaff

functionality

design

customer 
interaction

publicity 
messages

manufacturing

impact



Brand led companies blur the lines  between
Brand, product, experience, marketing and culture
Creating Communities & Conversation



Some of the very best Brand Led companies
have ideas that
serve a higher purpose

Purpose is the ultimate growth driver it;
Elicits joy - enables connection, inspires exploration
impacts society, evokes pride internally & 
externally with customers

*the idea is an IDEAL



Simplicity
Consumers very quickly 

understand what 
you do/offer

Differentiation
Provides a point of 

difference from 
competing products

Extendibility
Ability to break into
different sectors 

with the same idea

benefits of being Brand Led...

*organised cross functional teams*focus employees on a few
    key priorities



Want a piece of the Brand Led pie? 
www.melbournebranding.com




